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Curvature and finite pressure are known to have a dramatic influence on linear magnetic tearing 
stability. An analytic theory of the nonlinear resistive growth of magnetic islands in tokamaks 
that includes the interchange driving term in presented here. A Grad-Shafranov equation to 
describe the magnetohydrodynamic (MHO) eqUilibrium of thin islands is derived. The resistive 
evolution of these islands is then obtained. Interchange effects are found to become progressively 
less important with increasing island width. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic islands caused by resistive instabilities are im
portant in many areas of plasma physics. For example, tear
ing modes in tokamaks are implicated in major disruptions 
and are otherwise detrimental to confinement. The analytic 
theory of the resistive, nonlinear growth of these islands was 
first given Rutherford. 1 He considered modes driven by 
magnetic-free energy, measured by.J '; plasma pressure and 
expansion-free energy caused by curvature were neglected. 
However, in the linear theory ofthese modes, magnetic cur
vature and pressure have been found to be important. 2 Spe
cifically it is known that.J I must exceed a critical value.J 
for linear instability. Here we give an analytic theory ofth~ 
nonlinear dynamics of magnetic islands including curvature 
and pressure. This is a nonlinear generalization of the linear 
theory results of Glasser, Greene, and Johnson2 (henceforth 
referred to as GGJ). We use an aspect ratio expansion for 
simplicity, but believe that the essential physics for more 
general geometries is quite similar. 

A principal result of this calculation is that there is a 
critical island width .Jxc • Islands wider than .Jxc are domi
nated by .J I, while those narrower than .Jxc are dominated 
by pressure and curvature in the island vicinity. The critical 
width is given by 

.Jx~.J ~ -k2(E + F), (1) 

where the quantities E, F, H, and DI E + F + H are stan
dard measures of magnetic curvature (obtained here to rel
evant order in E, the inverse aspect ratio) obtained by GGJ 

for linear interchange stability, p = ~ 1 - 4D I' and.J ~ is the 
finite pressure generalization2 of.J I. For low P (i.e., D r+O), 
.J ~ -.J I. The quantity k2 is a numerical constant roughly 
equal to six. Forlowp, e.g.,p-c, this width is small. Hence 
in low-P tokamaks, favorable curvature would have little 
stabilizing influence on robust islands. But for high p, P - E, 

the island width above can be a substantial fraction of the 
minor radius. Thus, curvature stabilization of magnetic is
lands is of potentially major importance. 

In order to obtain this result, a nonlinear Grad-Sha
franov equation is derived that is valid for thin islands, and 
that describes the resonant magnetic field in the vicinity of 
the resonant surface. The pressure is constant along flux sur
faces of the magnetic field distorted by the island structure; it 
appears in the Grad-Shafranov equation along with an 
expression for the average effects of curvature. This expres
sion for the average curvature is proportional to that in the 

Mercier linear interchange stability criterion. It contains the 
effects of the average magnetic well, the diamagnetic correc
tions to the well, and the geodesic curVature (all of which are 
typically comparable for tokamaks with moderate to highP ). 

The criterion derived here, Eq. (1), agrees with linear 
theory in the following sense. Consider islands that are just 
barely into the Rutherford regime, that is, whose width just 
exceeds the linear tearing layer width. Then the.J I needed to 
overcome the stabilizing effect of curvature and pressure, 
according to Eq. (1), essentially agrees with .Jc derived by 
GGJ. (The slight differences are explained in Sec. II.) Since 
the stabilizing influence of curvature decreases as the island 
grows, linear theory estimates of stability are overly optimis
tic for nonlinear instabilities. 

Finally, we note that the aspect ratio expansion used 
here is more accurate than standard high-P reduced magne
tohydrodynamics (MHO). Thus, the average curvature 
expression is accurate enough to obtain the low-P Mercier 
interchange criterion for p-c. 

The remainder of this paper is oganized as follows. In 
Sec. II, a qualitative, physical explanation of the results of 
the calculation is given. The detailed derivation of the Grad
Shafranov equation for thin islands is presented in Sec. III. 
The resistive evolution of these islands is described in Sec. 
IV. We summarize our results in Sec. V and indicate their 
application to related problems. 

II. HEURISTIC INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

We examine here a simple slab model with gravity. Gra
vity simulates the role of the proper average of the curvature, 
which suffices to demonstrate the qualitative features of the 
case with curvature. We also indicate the physical content of 
the various terms in the average of the curvature, which is 
computed in the next section. 

A slab geometry with constant gravity and islands of 
one helicity still has one symmetry direction. Moreover, 
MHO equilibrium is described by the Grad-Shafranov 
equation, which is particularly simple for thin islands and 
P< 1. In the vicinity ofthe island, the magnetic field can be 
written 

B = BoZ + zXV1/I, 
and Bo can be taken as constant for P< 1. Gravity g is in the x 
direction and z is the symmetry direction. In the absence of 
islands, this is a sheared slab geometry with 1/1 = BoX2/2L., 
L. being the shear length. More generally, 1/1 is determined 
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by Ampere's law, (dllax2 + dllur)t/J = jz' wherejz is the 
current in the z direction. For thin islands, dl I ax2>dl I ur in 
the island region. 

The equilibrium satisfies j X B = pv" and p is a flux 
function, pIx) = p(t/J). The the Grad-Shafranov equation in 
the island vicinity for this case can be written 

dl ap 
ax2 t/J = f( t/J) + xg at/J ' (2) 

where f(t/J) is an arbitrary function needed to specify the 
current on a flux surface. The second term describes parallel 
currents caused by pv, as follows. Because of quasineutrality, 
Vllojll = - Vdl' The equilibrium condition gives l 
er,pv,XZlBo' Then, Vojl ~Vp·gXZlBo = (aplat/J)Vt/Jov,XZI 
B. Solving forjll er,jz gives the second term just described. 

The detailed analysis with curvature produces a Grad
Shafranovequation [Eq. (57)] that is similar to Eq. (2), butg 
is replaced by an expression proportional to the pressure
driving terms in the Mercier criterion. 

If the plasma has small but finite resistivity, these equi
libria can evolve in time, but slowly enough so that MHD 
equilibrium is maintained. This evolution comes about be
cause an induction electric field at/Jlat drives a current. The 
appropriate average [defined by Eq. (62)] ofthe current on a 
flux surface is given by 

l1(jz) = (Z) , (3) 

where 11 is the resistivity. The basic features of the dynamics 
can be obtained from a qualitative analysis ofEqs. (2) and (3). 

With the island, t/J is modified from the equilibrium val
ue to t/J = BOX2/2L. + A cos(ky y). To obtain the evolution of 
A, the parameter ..:::1' must be introduced. For simplicity, A is 
assumed to be nearly constant in the island region, so 
..:::1'=:[(dA Idx)i + co - (dA Idx)l_ co ]IA (0). 

After integrating Ampere's law, we have 

A (0)..:::1' = f-+ COCO j,d cos(kyy)dy dx, 

wherej,d denotes the difference betweenjz and the equilibri
um current. Since the relevant currents are localized to the 
island region, 

(4) 

where..:::1x-~L.A IBo is the island width. 
Also, (j) = f(t/J) + (x)gp'(t/J); then with Eq. (3), the 

unknown function f(t/J) can be eliminated from the jz to 
obtain 

j,d = ~(aA cos(ky y)) + (x - (x»)gp'(t/J). (5) 
11 at 

In the island region, (aA cos(ky y)lat) -aA lat and 
x - (x) -..:::1x. Now assume that aplax-pILn, whereLn is 
the density scale length. Then 

ap _ aplax plLn 
at/J - at/Jlax - ..:::1xBoiL. ' 

so that 
(x - (x»)gp'(t/J)-gpL./(LnBo). 

With Eq. (4), 

A..:::1' 1 aA L. 
----+pg-- . 

..:::1x 11 at LnEo 
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(6) 

This can be written more transparently by eliminating A in 
terms of the island width, A - Bo..:::lX2 I L •. Also, pg plays the 
role of pressure times curvature, pK (and has the same dimen
sions). Making this replacement, the evolution equation is 
finally obtained; 

~ a..:::1x -..:::1' + _1_pKL; . (7) 
11 at ..:::1x Ln 
The detailed mathematical analysis gives an essentially 

equivalent expression. That analysis shows that the pres
sure-driving term has contributions only from outside the 
separatrix, but still from the region near the island. 

With only the first term on the right, the island width 
grows linearly in time, which is Rutherford's result. The sign 
of the curvature term is such that for favorable (stabilizing) 
curvature it tends to make the island shrink, while for unfa
vorable curvature it contributes to growth. A crucial feature 
is that it has a 1/..:::1x dependence relative to the ..:::1 ' term. 
Thus, for large ..:::1x, the island growth is determined only by 
..:::1 " whereas for small..:::1x its growth is dominated by curva
ture and pressure. Here ..:::1xc in Eq. (I) gives the boundary 
between these two regimes for the finite /3 generalization of 
..:::1'. 

The actual expression for growth has /3KL ; replaced by 
E + F, which is made up of two different types of terms. The 
first type is an average, over the equilibrium field lines, of the 
curvature normal to a flux surface, K N • This is also propor
tional to the derivative with respect to the poloidal flux of the 
equilibrium value of S dl IE, along with corrections from 
equilibrium currents and diamagnetic corrections. These 
terms account for all of E, but the diamagnetic corrections 
are part of F. 

The second type of term, arising from the geodesic cur
vature, constitutes the remainder of F. This term has a sim
ple interpretation, if the corrections to S dl I B in the first 
term are ignored. Then, the sum of this term plus the first 
terms give the normal gradient of S dilB taken along the 
field lines perturbed by the local disturbance. In the thin 
island ordering used here, the relevant field perturbations 
tum out to be those which are nonresonant. These field per
turbations are produced by changes in the local Pfirsh
Schluter currents, because the pressure is altered from its 
equilibrium value (i.e., the pressure is constant on flux sur
faces associated with the island). The terms obtained because 
of this effect depend on geodesic curvature because the 
pfirsh-Schluter currents are produced by geodesic curva
ture. We therefore refer to these second types of terms as 
geodesic terms. They are also proportional to one higher 
power of /3 relative to the normal curvature terms. They are 
generally comparable to the first type of terms except at very 
low /3. 

There is a third type of term, H, different than those 
above which appears in the Grad-Shafranov equation but 
not in the expression for the resistive island growth. This 
type arises from the local toroidal coupling, via Ampere's 
law, of nonresonant Pfirsh-Schluter currents to produce a 
resonant t/J. GGJ also found that the H is rarely significant 
for resistive instabilities in tokamaks, though they make a 
significant contribution to the pressure-driving terms for 
ideal modes (corresponding to our Grad-Shafranov equa-
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tion for ideal equilibria). GGJ evaluate E, F, and H for shift
ed circle Shrafranov equilibrium with {3 - €l, and find that 
they are all of order €l. For high-{3 equilibria, {3-E, those 
terms are all - 1. 

Note that to solve the the Grad-Shafranov equation 
analytically and obtain the evolution equation, we must use a 
subsidiary expansion in which E - F - H are assumed small. 
The resistive criterion of GGJ contains E + F + H 2. In the 
subsidiary expansion this is indistinguishable from E + F, 
and the main point is that H does not affect resistive growth 
as much as E + F. However, note that H 2 arises in the GGJ 
calculation because in the thin linear tearing layer, resistive 
diffusion is as important in the pressure response as the 
terms tending to make the pressure respond adiabatically. 
For nonlinear islands whose width exceeds the linear theory 
layer, the adiabatic terms dominate and the pressure be
comes a function of the perturbed flux. We would therefore 
expect that the H2 term would be absent in the nonlinear 
case. 

III. THE GRAD-SHAFRANOV EQUATION FOR THIN 
ISLANDS 

The fundamental equations needed to describe the is
lands are the vorticity equation (or equivalently, quasineu
trality), Ohm's law, and a relation to determine the pressure. 
Nonlinear islands grow relatively slowly, so following Ruth
erford we neglect inertia in the vorticity equation. Also, we 
assume that the island growth rate is slow compared to the 
parallel propagation time for sound waves, so that there are 
no parallel pressure gradients. Therefore, our starting equa
tions are quasineutrality, 

Vuoju = - Vojl , (S) 

and, because of the neglect of inertia, pressure balance, 

jXB =Vp. (9) 

Insertingjl from Eq. (9) into Eq. (S) gives 

Vuoju = BoVpXV( - liB 2), (10) 

and Bo Eq. (9) gives 

BoVp=O. (11) 

In this section the consequences ofEqs. (10) and (11) are 
considered. These results are combined with Ohm's law in 
the next section to obtain the dynamics. 

Ao Mathematical preliminaries 

First, coordinates are chosen. Consider the flux coordi
nates of the equilibrium magnetic field Bo, 

Bo = VXXV[q(r}t1 - t ], (12) 

where t is the toroidal symmetry angle, X and {} are the 
poloidal flux and angle, and q(r) is the safety factor. We 
suppose the islands under consideration are centered on 
some surface Xo with a particular rational value of q, say qo. 
These islands are caused by magnetic perturbations that are 
harmonics of the helicity angle a==.{} - t /qo' Our coordi
nates will be a, X, t. For any quantity,/, 

Boov/(t,a,X)=J-1[q(Zt +(1- :J:~]' (13) 
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where 
J= [vto(VXXV{})]-1 =qIBooVt 

is the Jacobian. 
Also, an averaging procedure must be defined. Ruther

ford's analysis was essentially two-dimensional because of 
symmetry in the third dimension. The third dimension cor
responds here to t at constant a. If t varies at fixed a, {} 
varies as well, so t at constant a is not a symmetry coordi
nate, and (a / at)a does not vanish even for equilibrium 
quantities. We therefore define the t average of a quantity / 
by 

I (14a) 

and the t varying part of/by 

i=/-l (14b) 

Average quantities I are functions of a and X alone and are 
resonant at qo. Quantities] are nonresonant. Of course, two 
nonresonant quantities can beat together to yield a resonant 
quantity. 

Finally, it will be convenient to introduce the following 
notation: 

[A,B ]==JVto(VA xVB). (15) 

We also define the helical flux "'hO through a ribbon of con
stant a by 

a"'hO ==.1 _!L. (16) 
aX qo 

In terms of this bracket, 

(17) 

Note that [ "'h 0 ,/] vanishes at the rational surface, 
q(r) = qo, and in lin ea rtheory,J- 1 ["'ho,f] = ikU /, where 
ku is the parallel wavenumber. Also, note that 

[A,B] = aA (aB) _ (aA) aB , (lSa) 
aX aa, aa ,ax 

and that [A,B] behaves like a Poisson bracket, i.e., 

[A,B] = - [B,A ], (lSb) 

[A,[B,Cll + [B,[C,A II + [C,[A,Bll = 0, (lSc) 

and 
[AB,C] =A [B,C] +B[A,C]. (lSd) 

Equation (lSc) is known as the Jacobi identity, while (18d) 
implies that [A,B] is a derivation. 

Also, note that [A,B] acts like a typical quadratic form 
under the average Eq. (14): 

---
[A,B] = [A,B] + [A,B]. (19) 

Of course, the equilibrium magnetic field is perturbed 
by the instability. This perturbation can be written as 

BI = VXA = vt XV"'I + BTl' (20) 

where "'I = - R~ ° A, withR the radius from the symmetry 
axis, and BTl = VX(A - ~~ ° A). The total poloidal mag
netic flux, "'I + X, is related to the total toroidal current 
~ ojtot by Ampere's law,3 

RV ° lIR 2V("'1 + X) =? ojtOtf (21a) 
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and the perturbed flux satisfies 

RV· IIR 2Vt/I = t· (jtot - jeq) = ~. jl' (2Ib) 

B. Ordering procedure for thin Islands and large aspect 
ratio 

After the above expressions for Bo and BI are substitut
ed into Eqs. (10) and (11), the result is split into average parts 
and parts which vary in ~. It is simplified by keeping only 
terms relevant for thin islands, and for small inverse aspect 
ratio E. 

The island results from the part of "'I with the resonant 
helicity, namely 'ifl' In order for the calculation to be tracta
ble, we must consider islands that are thin compared to the 
minor radius. Thus, 'ifl is taken to be small 'ifl -<5< 1. The 
width of the island is measured by 'ifV2-<51/2. This <5 1/2 

serves as a localization parameter, analogous to the thin lay
er parameter oflinear theory.2 

The pressure P is perturbed away from the equilibrium 
pressure Po by the presence of the island. Because of the to
pology change and distortion of the local flux surfaces, the 
local pressure profile is substantially altered. The magnitude 
of the pressure perturbation PI = P - Po is ordered so that 
VPI - VPo' However, since the flux surface modification pro
gressi vely diminishes away from the island, P I is localized to 
the island region. Thus, Vpr-<) for distances from the ra
tional surface which greatly exceed the island width: 

PI _<51/2VpI _<51/2Vpo' 

For the aspect ratio expansion, we take t· Bo-I, 
1I. Bo-E, the minor radius scale -1,R-lIE, andx-1. In 
the E expansion, we will keep terms to lowest nontrivial order 
in E and additionally those of one higher order in E. This is 
done to treat the curvature more accurately than in high-P 
reduced MHO. For example, the present calculation in
cludes sufficient terms in E to obtain the 10w-{3 (13- e) Mer
cier interchange criterion. 

While corrections of order E are kept, for simplicity ad
ditional corrections of order 13 are not. This is quite consis
tent for the case where, say, p-e or p_~/2, and for this 
case it is also necessary to compute the curvature quite ac
curately. For p-E the next order corrections in E are not 
strictly needed to correctly obtain the average curvature to 
lowest order, and they can be dispensed with for this case. 

We now examine the relations between the small pa
rameters <5, E, and 13 for the problem at hand. 

We wish to have an expression for the island evolution 
that includes both the interchange driving term (caused by 
pressure and curvature) and the.J ' driving term. Therefore, 
an ordering should be chosen in which these are comparable. 
The discussion in Sec. II shows that this implies <5 112 -PL; 
i/.J " where i is the proper average of the curvature, Ls 
-R -liE, K-E, andLn -1. Thus, we take <5 1/2 -13 IE.J 'to 
be small. 

The parameter .J ' is often numerically rather large for 
current profiles of interest (sometimes 20--30 times an in
verse equilibrium scale length). We therefore take .J '>1. 
This is evidently consistent with small island width and equi
valent to conventional orderings in linear theory.2 

Because finite islands are being considered, the part of 
BI • V f caused by "'I is comparable to Bo· VI for resonant 
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quantities, J, associated with the island. To see this, recall 
Eq.(13), 

Bo.Vl=J-I(I-.i.) aJ. 
qo aa 

We take q - aql aX - 1 and also a I aa - 1. Therefore, in the 
island vicinity, 

Also 

( 1 _.i.) af -J - W/2j: 
qo aa 

BI • vl0 -I ["'I 1] = J _1(a"'l al _ at/ll a1). , axaa aaax 
For quantities associated with the island, all aX -I <5 -1/2, 
soB I ·vl-J-WI1. 

Finally, we estimate the size of average current t· 11 
from Ampere's law, Eq. (2Ib). Here.J 'isdefinedsothatd'ifll 
dx -.J ''ifl-.J '<5 1/2 • d'ifl/dx changes on the island scale, so 
R -I d 2'ifl/dx2 _E<5- 1/2.J ''if I' Thus t· 11-E<51/2.J '. 

Collecting all the fundamental island orderings, we 
have 

'if1-<5, -P_<51/2p, <51/2 _13 IE.J " 

t·JI-E<51/2.J " ['ifI.l]-<51/27 
(22) 

These orderings are now applied to Eqs. (10) and (11). 

c. Simplification of the curvature term 

The curvature term in Eq. (10), 

B· VpXV( _lIB2), 

is simplified in several ways. 
(1) Here B is replaced by the equilibrium toroidal field. 

This is appropriate since the ~ component ofB dominates by 
0(11 E), and because the perpendicular components ofVp and 
V( _lIB2) dominate the toroidal components by O(lIE). 
Thus (B .1I )1I. VPXV( - liB 2) is relatively small by 0 (e). 
Furthermore, t . B can be replaced by its equilibrium value. 
The change in B· caused by P can be found from the well
known face that the two remain in approximate pressure 
equilibrium, (B 2/2) + P = const. Therefore, BI = PII 
B_P<51/2 is small. Finally, for axisymmetric equilibria, 
t· B = f(x)IR, wherefis a particular function of X alone. 
For 13 IE - I, the relative variation inf over the minor radius 
is approximately E, and thus its variation in the island is 
approximately <5 1

/2, so fIx) may be taken as a constant 
fo fIx 0)' Thus, the right-hand side ofEq. (10) is consistently 
approximated by 

foV~· VpXV( - liB 2) =J-I[p, - folB 2]. (23a) 

(2) The liB 2 term on the right-hand side in Eq. (23a) is 
the total magnetic field. The important change in the equilib
rium magnetic field magnitude caused by the perturbation is 
because of PI' giving the diamagnetic correction to the equi
librium field Beq: BIBeq~ -Pl' Hence lIB2=lIB~ 
+ 2Pl l B ~, and the bracket in Eq. (23a) is 
[p,lIB~ + 2PI/B~]. To requisite order the B~ can be 
taken to be a constant. Since [P,p] = 0, we can subtract 
[p,2p/ B ~ ] from the above. The curvature term can thus be 
written 
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(23b) 

where h fo( -lIB~ + 2poIB~). 
The second term in h subtracts off the part of the mag

netic well from diamagnetic currents. 

0_ Simplification of MHO equations 

It is convenient to define 

I=jIl/B, (24) 

so thatjll = BI, and VII - jll = B - V I. With the total magnet
ic field, B - V lis 

J-I[q(~~t + [tPhO +tPI'/]] + BTl -V/. (25) 

The terms from BTl can be shown to be higher order. Thus, 
from Eqs. (23b) and (25) it is clear that 

q( ~ )/ + [tPhO + tPI'/] = [p,h ], (26) 

q(:~ t P + [tPhO + tPI'P] = O. (27) 

All quantities, e.g., I, are now split into ti averaged 
parts, I, and ~ varying parts, I = I -I. These quantities are 
then determined from the average and ~ varying parts of 
Eqs. (26) and (27). The total helical flux, tPh 0 + iiI> acts like a 
flux function for the island. We denote this important quan
tity by 

tPh ==tPhO + iiI' (28) 
Then the averages of Eqs. (26) and (27) are 

[tPh J] = [p,h ] = [p,ii ] - [if,I.i]' (29) 

[tPh'P] = - [if,I'p], (30) 
upon making use of Eq. (19). 

Equation (29) is of central importance. In the absence of 
pressure and toroidicity, it becomes [tPh J] = O. This im
plies that the current is a function of tPh' which is a crucial 
element of Rutherford's argument. The main effect of pres
sure is to modify this result. The last two terms ofEq. (29) are 
determined by the ~ varying part ofEqs. (26) and (27). Upon 
subtracting Eqs. (29) and (30) from Eqs. (26) and (27), respec
tively, we obtain 

q(~~t + [if,IJ] + [tPh.i] + [if,I.i] - [if,I.i] 

= [p,ii ] + [p,h ] + [p,ii ] - [p,ii ], (31) 

q(: t + [tPh'p] + [if"p] + [if,I'p] - [if,l>p] = O. (32) 

The terms in these equations that dominate for thin is
lands are easily recognized. The left-hand side of Eq. (31) 
comes from the B - VI. For the nonresonant I, the term in
volving the equilibium magnetic field is dominant; this is the 
term q(ai I a~ )a' Also, P is constant on the surfaces describ
ing the island; thus .0 is small compared to p, and [p,ii] 
dominates on the right-hand side. InEq. (32), the term withp 
is large and the largest of the remaining terms is the one 
caused by the equilibrium toroidal field, q(ap; a~ )a' Thus, 
we expect in lowest order, 

( ai) _-
qo a~ a = [p,h ], (33) 
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(34) 

The size of i, .0, and if,1 can be estimated from Eqs. (33) and 
(34). 

One can check that the remaining terms of Eqs. (31)
(32) are negligible. For this, note that ii -1. Therefore, Eq. 
(33)impliesi -p,andEq. (34)impliesp-ti -1/2if,;p_if,t/3. In 
the next section we solve for if,1 using Amperes's law [Eq. 
(47)] and find aif,llaX-pti 1/2E. With these results and Eq. 
(22), the validity of Eqs. (33) and (34) can be readily verified. 
It can be shown that the right-hand side ofEq. (30) is negligi
ble. 

Equations (33) and (34) are easily interpreted physically. 
The first says that) is the Pfirsh-Schliiter current; the second 
thatp arises from the tilt of the ~ varying magnetic field into 
gradients ofp. We have 

i = qo- I [p, f d~ ii ], 
.0 = qO-I[p, f d~ if,]. 
The sum of the last two terms of Eq. (29) becomes 

(35) 

(36) 

~~; f d~ (Up, f d~ if,1].ii ] - [if,I' [P.f d~ ii ll)' (37) 

Integrating by parts and using the Jacobi identity [cf. Eq. 
(18c)], this is 

(38) 

so that 

(39) 

The right-hand side of Eg. (39) aives the appropriate 
average of curvature, h + (lIqo)[f d~ h,tPtl. To the order of 
the calculation, this can be shown to be the field line average 
of the curvature K, 

f dl K 

J B ' 
taken over the field line perturbed by if, (the perturbations 
caused by tPh contribute only in higher order). This perturba
tion is accounted for by the second term involving h and if, in 
Eq. (39) and it brings in the geodesic curvature, whereas the 
first term gives the contribution from the normal curvature. 
Both terms in the average curvature are generally the same 
order. 

E. Computation of geodesic curvature terms 

Here if, is now computed using Ampere's law Eq. (21a). 
~ 

RV - (lIR 2)VtPI = ~ - (jtot - jeq). (40) 

We consider here only currents present in the island 
region. In the interior, tPI must be matched by exterior solu
tions in the usual way, thereby introducing.d '. For islands 
thin compared to a perpendicular wavelength, the gradient 
operators simplify to 

~ IVxl~ ~2 tPI = t- Utot - jeq)' 
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where IVx 10 is IVx 1 evaluated at X = Xo; it is gen~rally a 
function of a and t. Recalling that I gil I B andf -t . BoR, 
we find to requisite order in E and p, 

:2 rPI =foIVxI0- 2(Itot -Ieq). (41) 

The varying part ofEq. (41) is 

iP - -2- -2- - -2-
-2 rPI =fo[IVxlo IJj -IVxlo IJj -IVxlo IJj]' 
aX (42) 

where IJj = l tot - Ieq. 
The averaged part is 

iP - -2- - -2-
- rPI = fo [IVxlo IJj + IVxlo IJj ]. 
aX2 

Eliminating the I from Eq. (42) using Eq. (43), we find 

iP - -2- - -2-
-2 rPI =fo[ IVxlo IJj -Ivxlo IJj 
aX 

-lvxI0-2IvxI0-2IJj ( IVxlo 2) ]-1 

+ IVXI0-2:;~( IVxlo 2) -I. 

Equation (35) is now used for /Jj. WithpI = .0 - Po' 

- [- 1 f -] JJj = PI' qo dt h . 

(43) 

(44) 

Recall Eq. (18a). Since PI has the scale length of the 
island width, 

- opI a 1 fd -JJj';;!!f--- tho. 
ax aa qo 

(45a) 

where ho is h evaluated at X = Xo. 
The term in h can be simplified for axisymmetric equili

bria, for which h is a function of {} only. The f dt is taken at 
constanta, so upon writing h ({}) = h (a + t Iqo), we see that, 
a laa is the inverse of qo-I f dt. Hence 

- opI -JJj =-ho. (45b) 
aX 

Inserting this into Eq. (44) yields 

~ "'I = fo opI [IVxlo 2ho -I -V-X-10--2-h-
ax2 aX 

- IVxlo- 21 Vxlo 2h IVxlo 2] 

IVxlo- 2 (iP ~llax2) 
+ . (46) 

IVxlo 2 
After integrating in X, 

a"'l = c + (2~llax)IVxI0-2 
aX IVxlo 2 

+ pdo [IVxlo- 21ho - IVxlo 2ho 

-IVxI0-2IVxI0-2holIVxlo 2], (47) 

where C is a constant in X. Recall that "'I is needed to evalu
ate (38), where "'I enters in a bracket. In this bracket, the 
a"'llaX terms dominate. This is true for the second on the 
right-hand side in Eq. (47) since.:! 'is large. The third term, 
which is the part of "'I driven by IJj' is slightly more subtle. 
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First, note that I Jj is a Pfirsh-Schliiter current and so is 
proportional to a gradient ofp I' Since .0 I is localized to the 
island region, the total integrated current, f dX I Jj' vanishes 
(at least to this lowest order in 8 1/2). Usually, a given /Jj 
would produce a "'I-fo f /Jj dXIJ' -foIJj81/2/J '. The IJj 
in Eq. (45) produces a "'I smaller by 8 112, "'1-foIJj8. The 
second property of I Jj is that it is not small for small islands; 
fromEq. (45a),IJj -p and is independent of8. Sincefo-lIE, 
the /Jj in Eq. (45a) produces "'1-8P IE. Note however, that 
this "'I has a scale length of8 112. Thusa"'llaX -8 1/2p IE. The 
second term is of order 8.:! " which is equivalent to the first 
since 8 1/2 _p IE.:! '. The constant does not contribute to (38) 
for axisymmetry. Thus, 

(48) 

where 

(49) 

Note that hg depends only on the variations of h within 
a flux surface, and is therefore related to the geodesic curva
ture. 

F. Grad-Shafranov equation 

Having found the right-hand side of Eq. (39), we now 
determine its effect on I and ~I' We have 

(50) 

As discussed in part D, the left-hand side ofEq. (30) is negli
gible. Thus, for thin islands, .0 is a function only I and ~I' We 
have 

p=p(rPh)' (51) 
Equation (50) can be easily solved using this result. In 

view ofEq. (18a) and (18d), 

[p(rPh),h hg] = op [rPh,h + hg] = [rPh,(h + hg) op ]. 
arPh arPh 

(52) 

Therefore, Eq. (50) becomes [ rPh J - (h + hg) 
X (opl arPh )] = 0, which has the solution 

I=/(rPh)+(h+hg~, (53) 
arPh 

for any arbitrary /. 
Many of the terms on the right-hand side in Eq. (53) are 

essentially functions of rPh' so we lump them into /. In the 
vicinityofthinislands,h (x) = h (xo) + (x - Xo)ah laXo· Here 
h (xo) can be lumped into / and similarly for Po(x) upon 
expansion. Also, (oplarPh)p(rPh) can be lumped into /. 
Thus, 

- op 
1= /(rPh) + (x - Xo) arPh gl 

_ op hoIVxI0-2( IVxI0- 2) a~1 -I, (54) 
af/!h aX 
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where 

ah apo I" [ I V I - 2h- 2 gl=-+-JO Xo 0 
aXo aX 

-IVxl-2iiH IVx~)] -I. 
We now determine the equation for t/lh' which is the 

Grad-Shafranov equation. Ampere's law gives 

~ - 2 - - 2--2t/l1 = /0 IVxlo (I - leq) + IoIVXlo/,d. (55) 
aX 
Equation (45b) gives I,d, so the second term on the right 

is 

I" IV 1- 2ii (a¢h iJp _ apo). 
JO Xo 0 0 aX at/lh ax 

(56) 

To the requisite order, ape/aX and leq may be taken to 
be constants, p~ and 10 , Also, at/lhlaX = at/lh 0 laX + a;P11 
aX· Recall at/lho/aX = 1 - q(x)/qo~ - (x - Xo)q~/qo. The 
term involving a¢l/aX in Eq. (56) cancels the a¢l/at/l term 
from Eq. (54). Finally, to obtain an expression for t/lh' 
a2t/lho/aX 2 is added to both sides, which can also be regard
ed as a constant. Defining X ' = X - Xo, and lumping all the 
constants into a function /". (t/l) yields 

a~'2 t/lh = /". (t/lh) + X'(G1 + G2) Zh ' (57) 

where 

G1 =/0 IVxlo 2gl , G2 = - /<B~/qoIVXI0-2iio' 
This equation is similar to the the Grad-Shafranov 

equation with gravity. Note that Gland G2 correspond to the 
expressions in GG] (to requisite order to E), 

E + F=p~(qe/q~)2GI' H =p~(qe/q~)2G2' 

with p~ = ape/aX. The Mercier criterion for instability is 
E+F+H> 114. 

IV. RESISTIVE ISLAND EVOLUTION 

A. Determination of average Island current 

As in Rutherford's analysis, the abitrary function /" in 
Eq. (54) is determined using Ohm's law, 

Ell = WII' (58) 

and Faraday's law, 

(59) 

where ¢ is the electrostatic potential. In the aspect ratio ex
pansion, and localized about the rational surface, Eqs. (58) 
and (59) yield 

at/ll (a¢) 1 at + a~ a + qo [t/l + t/lho,¢ ] =/0171,d' (60) 

The average of this equation is 

at/lh 1 - ----- -
-a +~[t/lh'¢] + [t/l,¢])=I017I ,d' (61) 

t qo 
The dominant terms of the ~ varying part give 

a;P1 + (a¢) =ir.17I . (62) 
at a~ a O,d 
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Using this, the [;p,¢ ] term in Eq. (61) can be seen to be small. 
The discussion in Sec. II indicated that at/lhlat balanced 17/ 
soalat-178-1/2I1'. Thisimplies¢ balancesI,d in Eq. (62), so 
¢-17{3IE. Thus, [;P,¢]-17({3IE)28 1/2, which is negligible 
compared to a;Pl/at. Therefore, Eq. (61) becomes 

a¢1 1 - -
-a +-[t/lh,¢]=rlfo/,d' (61') 

t qo 
This is a two-dimensional equation which is essentially 

equivalent to Rutherford's expression. To eliminate the term 
[ t/lh ,(fi ], "flux" averages over surfaces of constant t/lh are 
defined: 

(!(x,a) = ~ da[(at/lh laX')-1] . 
~ da(at/lhlaX')-1 

(62') 

It is easily shown that ([ t/lh ,(fi ]) = 0 for any function 
(fi, and (f(t/lh) =/(t/lh)' Averaging Eq. (61') and using Eq. 
(54) gives /"(t/l), or equivalently, 

/ = _1 (a¢l) + (x' - (X'»)gl iJp 
1017 at at/lh 

-:£ e~: - e~:) )iioIVXI0-2( IVxol 2)-1 (63) 

[compare Eq. (63) and Eq. (5)]. Using Eqs. (63) and (55) we see 
that the island portion of the the Grad-Shafranov equation 
[Eq. (57)] becomes 

a¢1 = IVxl-2l.. (a¢l) + (x' - (X') )G1 iJp 
aX,2 17 at at/lh 

_ G2 qo iJp (a¢l) + G2(x' iJp _ qo apo). (64) 
q~ at/lh ax at/lh q~ aXo 

Note the difference between the G1 and G2 terms which 
arises because only G1 appears in Eq. (54). This distinction 
leads in the next part to the fact that G2 does not contribute 
to resistive growth. 

B. Approximate solution of Island Grad-Shafranov 
equation 

Equation (64) is now solved using two conventional ap
proximations: 

(1) We assume one harmonicin t/lh 1 dominates (e.g., the 
most unstable one), so that [recall Eq. (28)] 

t/lh = X + ¢I = - X'2(q~/2qo) +A (x',t)cos mao (65) 

(2) We assume that the "constant t/l .. approximation is 
valid. This requires a subsidary expansion where 
11'81/2_GI_G2 is taken to be small. 

HereA is obtained by operating on both sides ofEq. (64) 
with (1/11") ~ da cos ma to obtain 

a
2
A2 = IVx10- 2 _1_ ida cos ma(aA cos ma) 

ax' 117] l' at 

+ 2Li da cos ma(x' - (X'») iJp 
---:;; at/l h 

G2f -1 ( , iJp qrP~) +- ua cos ma X----,- . 
11" at/lh qo 

(66) 

Notethatl1'8 1/2<1 impliesthatthe (a¢l/aX) term in 
Eq. (64) can be dropped, and that at/lhlaX ~X'q~/qo. The 
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island width is _8 1/2
, so A -8. The right-hand side of Eq. 

(64) is _8 1/2• Thus, to lowest order, A = const. The solubil
ity condition for A in next order gives the evolution equation. 

This will require matching to the exterior solution. In 
the exterior, "'"o>;;'\> and the flux surfaces are only slightly 
perturbed from the equilibrium surfaces. The right-hand 
side ofEq. (64) vanishes for large X', but the pressure-driven 
terms vanish least slowly. Those terms can be straightfor
wardly evaluated for large X', and they depend on the 
asymptotics of apia",,,. Recalling that the pressure gradient 
aplaX must approach its equilibrium value apo/aXo, the 
right-hand side ofEq. (66) approaches 

-D[AIX'2, 

where 

D[ =p~(qo/q~)2(GI + G2) =E +F+H. 

Therefore, the solution ofEq. (64) in the exterior is 

A _CIXU
\ + C2XU2

, 

where 

a l ,2 = (1 ± ~1 - 4D[)/2. 

(67) 

These are simply the Mercier interchange solutions, and this 
agrees with the resistive linear exterior solutions ofGGJ. 

The exterior solutions that satisfy the boundary condi
tions far from the island are characterized by a given value of 
CI /C2 on each side of X' = O. The relevant matching param
eter is 

(68) 

Since G I and G2 are taken small, pl-=lJ[ and 
p2~1 -D[. 

With DI = 0, .:i ~ becomes the discontinuity of the 
slope. For small Db keeping terms only to order D[, 

A _AO(x'DI + C
I /C2X,1 - D1, 

and 

dA _Aot"DI(~+..s.(I_D[)x'-2DI). (69) 
dX' X' C2 

The lowest-order solution is a constant. The evolution equa
tion is obtained by matching the next-order solution of Eq. 
(66) to the remainder of Eq. (69). The next-order solution A I 
is obtained by insertingAo into the right-hand side ofEq. (66) 
and integrating 

aA I = IX' dx,[_I- aAo IVXol 2 Ida cos ma(cos ma) 
ax' 1]'IT at 

+ §. I da cos ma(x' - (x'») ap 
'IT a",,, 

+ § I da cos ma(x' ap - q? a
po)]. (70) 

'IT a",,, qo aXo 

The asymptotic behavior of the GI and G2 terms will 
give agreement with the DI/X term in Eq. (69). The matching 
to the CI /C2 term requires that Ao.:i ~ equal the integral 
from - 00 to + 00 of the right-hand side. These terms can 
be written explicitly using Eq. (65), and the G2 term can be 
shown to vanish. It is clearer to write the result in terms of 
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.:ix = 4qo/q~ A ~12, which is the island width: 

kl ~.:i =.:i'.:i - 2DI + k 2(E + F) (71) 
1] at x • X .:iX' 

where kl and k2 are numerical constants. Explicitly, 

k l =- dw 1 fao 
,fi -I 

X [(fda ~w~sc:sar (fda ~w_lcosa)-l 
(72) 

which agrees with Rutherford, and 

k = ~ lao dW [ ap (A W)(2qoA W)1I2 (p' )-1] 
2 Pi WI/2 a.l• 0 , 0 0 

,,2 I "''' qo 

X ,21T da cos a (,21T da 1 )-1. (73) 
Jo ~W - cos a Jo ~W - cos a 

In these expressions, W is "'" normalized so that W = 1 cor
responds to the separatrix. Note that only the region outside 
the separatrix contributes to the pressure-driving term. The 
expression in k2 in [ ] depends on the pressure profile near 
the island, but it approaches 1 as W-oo and is typically -1 
in the island region. In Appendix A, apla"'h is computed 
under the assumption that the pressure gradient is main
tained by a constant pressure source and diffusion coeffi
cient, with the result that the expression in [ ] is 

S~1T da(~W - cos a) 

in which case 

k2 = 32'IT lao dW ,21T da cos a 
,fi I Jo ~w - cos a 

X da~W-cosa a 
(1

21T 
121T d ) - I 

o 0 ~W-cosa 

~6.3. 

(74) 

(75) 

Note that roughly half of this integral comes from dis
tances in X' which are 2/3 of an island width away from the 
island separatrix. Thus, it is not highly sensitive to the region 
near the separatrix. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER APPLICATIONS 

We have derived a the Grad-Shafranov equation, Eq. 
(57), to describe MHO equilibria in the vicinity of thin is
lands in tokamaks. The resistive evolution of the island 
width is given by Eq. (71). Note that the latter indeed resem
bles Eq. (7) since D[ is small. Thus the qualitative discussion 
of Sec. II is pertinent. In particular, we have shown that 
finite pressure effects, while affecting initial island growth, 
become irrelevant for island widths exceeding the.:ixc ofEq. 
(1). 

The average curvature in tokamaks is usually favorable. 
In other configurations, such as reversed field pinches, the 
curvature is unfavorable. Resistive interchanges are likely to 
be unstable for such cases, and we believe that Eq. (71) de
scribes the coherent evolution of these instabilities in the 
nonlinear phase. If .:i ~ is stabilizing, Eq. (1) gives the satu-
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rated island width for these modes. Of course, the analysis 
given here does not describe any further evolution if two 
islands overlap. 

APPENDIX A: PRESSURE PROFILE CALCULATION 

We assume that there is a diffusion process operating in 
the equilibrium, and pressure sources exist in the plasma 
interior. In steady state, the pressure gradient in the island 
region is found by the condition that the flux be a constant. 
With the island growing, the condition of constant flux still 
determines the pressure gradient if the diffusion coefficient 
D is sufficiently large that the local pressure equilibrates ra
pidly compared to the island growth rate, i.e., if D l..::1x2 > r. 
From Eq. (71), r-7]..::1'/..::1x so that the criterion is 
D > 7]..::1 '..::1 x . Even for the case..::1 '..::1x - 1, this is satisfied if the 
pressure diffusion coefficient exceeds the classical magnetic 
diffusion coefficient. 

We furthermore assume that D is constant and un
changed by the island. The flux r is 
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r = DfdS. Vp = Df da d~ VaxV~· "'h Oft . 
J a"'h 

Thus, the constant flux condition in the island region is 

Oft fdax=c 
a", 

for some constant C. Therefore, 

Oft C 
-a-"'-h = -f::~1T:-d-:a-~-;:"'::;:h==-=A:;:o=c=os=a:= 

Equation (74) results by choosing the constant C to make the 
value of Oftl aX far from the island agree with the equilibrium 
value. 
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